Electrical conductivity variation with temperature in the range (303-368)K during heating and cooling has been studied for irradiated SMR material using Alpha and Beta -particles and Gammarays . It was found that the values of conductivity during cooling are higher than that during heating for all samples before and after irradiation. Also it appears that the molecules suffer from crosslinking during irradiation with Alpha-particles , while they suffer fi·om degradation and cross-linking during irradiating with Beta-particles and Gamma-rays, depending on the irradiating time.
Rnbber is a, natural substance characterized by elasticity , water repeHence . ,and electrical resistance .It is one of the most versatile materi~~ of construction being used throughout the world . A large number of prodl.1cts with specific 'physico-mechanical propet1ies as well as the electrical properties can be made from rubber [ l-3] .It is important to know the environmental effect on its characteristics and internal mechanisms involved in its operation . Many workers have studied the effect of heat , light ,and nuclear radiation on the properties of rubber specially its thermal and electrical conductivity (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . They have conclude that heat and radiation will change the properties of rubber by cross-linking reactions or by degradation process and this depends on the time of exposing to the effective agent or to the strength of the agent .
In this work the change in electrical conductivity by temperature change has been studied for SMR material irradiated by Alpha and Betaparticles and Gamma-rays with different periods of exposure .
EXPERIMENTAL
The SMR used in this work was locally produced material , and it was a sheet of 10x10 cm 2 area and 2mm thickness which was cut to 1cm 2 area samples . The electrical conductivity was calculated by measuring the current flowing through the sample using ammeter type (Keithley), and the voltage , using voltmeter type (Data Precision 1351 ) and power supply type (L-H 52237 ).The sample was carried in a suitable unit. It was connected by an electrode directly on each side .The electrical circuit used is shown in figure ( 1) .
For heating , a completely isolated oven was used with temperature regulator for controlling the samples temperature during the conductivity measurements which was carried out from 303 to 368K under normal pressure . The change of electrical conductivity with temperature was investigated for samples without radiation and for samples irradiated by Alpha ,Beta-particles and Gamma-rays as follows in the 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The equation used for calculating the electrical conductivity of SMR with and without irradiation through heating and cooling is : Sxi
Where I is the current , S is the average thickness, A is the cross section area , and V is the applied voltage . The results are shown in Figure ( 2) and it is clear that the conductivity increases with temperature increasing in heating curves .The cooling curve shows an irreversible behavior and the electrical conductivity in this curve is higher than that of heating curve at the same temperature . This is due to the elimination of some defects in the structure of the material [8]. Also it is clear that there is a linearity in the cooling curve up to 343K but deviation from straight line is observed above this temperature . That is due to an effective de. crease in the density of mobile ions within the sample [8] . Figure ( 3) shows electrical conductivity variation with temperature of the SMR irradiated by Alpha-particles with different times . It is clear that the conductivitY decreases with increasing the time of exposure . This is due to the reactions which had been taken place between the free radicals at the end of the chains of the rubber which is called cross-linking reactions . Figure ( 4) shows the dependence of electrical conductivity on temperature of the SMR irradiated by p-particles .It can be seen that the electrical conductivity decreases when the samples irradiated for three days but when the irradiation time increased the conductivity starts to increase to reach that of non-radiated curve . This is the same behavior for samples irradiated by y-rays that shown in Figure (5) .This might be due to two steps :
Fit;st : ___ The samples that have been irradiated for three days have the first stage of activation that will force the free radicals to react with each other and so a cross-linking reaction might be taken place .
Second -An increase in irradiation time will rupture the chemical bonds of the material [9] and that's called (Degradation), so there will be so many radicals produced and the material become more electrically conductive and began to lost its insolating properties .
We thing that more increasing in the irradiation time create unpaired electrons to which will refer the increase of electrical conductivity and so the total electrical conductivity will be due to electronic and ionic conduction , i .e : =a + ()
. Figure (6) illustrate the electrical conductivity variation with temperature of SMR irradiated by a , ~-particles and y-rays under the same radiation time which is three days . It is clear that the (conductivity -temperature) relation for samples exposed to P-particles and y-rays in temperature range (303-368)K are the same, that means they have the same effect on the conductivity ofthe samples. Also the figure shows that samples exposed to a-particles have conductivity more than those exposed to p-particles and y-rays and that is because of the effect of a-particles which is less than P-particles and y-rays with respect to the sample as a whole . And that is because of the penetration depth of a-particles which is less than both , P-particles and y-rays [ 1 0] .
The activation energy Ea. was calculated from the slopes of the fitted straight lines of the curves in figure ( 6) using the equation :
where cro is a material constant , KB is boltzmann constant , and T is the absolute temperature .
The calculated Ea from the lower temperature curve part of figure(6) is about (0.2)eV (for P-particles andy-rays) and (0.15) eV (for a-particles) . While the value ofEa calculated from the upper temperature curve part is about (0.6)e V (for p-particles and y-rays) and about (0.58)eV (for a-particles) . This is also attributed to the effect of a-particles which is applied only on the surface of the material compared with P-particles andy-rays which penetrate deeper [10,11].
CONCLUSION

1-SMR material undergoes cross-linking by the irradiation with a-
particles for the tested time . 2-The electrical conduction of SMR is temperature dependent and it is believed to be ionic . 3-SMR material irradiated by p-particles and y-rays undergoes crosslinking and degradation depending on time of radiation . 4-Increasing the irradiation time by p-particles andy-rays more than three days will increase the conductivity , and more exposed time probably initiate an electronic conduction beside the ionic . 
